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The Firm of R. WAYGOOD & CO. was established in England in 1833, and took up
the manufacture of Hand Lifts in 1865, this form of apparatus being the first which
came into general use. Subsequently they undertook the building of Power Lifts,

driven by belting, and these in turn were superseded by the application of Hydraulic
Power. Way
by Electric Power, and have since turned out over 8,000 Electric Lifts of various sizes,

and for all purposes.

In 1914 thev took over the business of THE OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY LTD.
of London, who were the representatives for the United Kingdom and British
Dominions of The Otis Elevator Company of New York, who have a world-wide
reputation for the design and manufacture of Electric Machinery and Elevators.

The combination of the two Companies places at the disposal of Clients all the
experience in design and construction of the largest Elevator concern in the World,
with the highest standard of manufacture which has always been maintained by
British Manufacturers.

The Works of the Company are situated at Falmouth Road, London, and have beeell
continuously improved and enlarged, so as to deal with the constantly growing
demand for their productions.

The Registered Offices and Head-quarters are at 54/55, Fetter Line, London, E.C.,
m the centre of the City. At this address also thev have a well-equipped Workshop,
which enables prompt attention to be given to repairs and to special calls in

connection with breakdowns bv night as well as in the davtime.

They have established a Northern Zone Office at 62/63, Lionel Street, Birmingham,
in order to be able to give full supervision to work in the North of England and
Scotland and Ireland.

They have Branch Offices and Repair Shops or Stores in all the principal districts,

with Representatives who arc always available to give advice and information on
proposed schemes, and have skilled Engineers competent to deal with the erection
and maintenance of lifts, so as to secure proper running and satisfactory upkeep.

They have also Representatives in India, China, the British Dominions and Colonies
with efficient staff for the sale, erection and maintenance of their manufactures.

Waygood-Otis Ltd. are the proprietors, in Great Britain and Irelan India.
Australasia and South Africa, of the Trade Marks "Way-good." Otis" and
"Waygood-Otis" as applied to Lifts. Elevators and Escalators.
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SUGGESTIONS IN REGARD TO LIFT
INSTALLATIONS

In designing a building for commercial occupation or for Stores, it is of great

importance to see that an efficient lift service is provided, and of adequate capacity

for dealing with the requirements of the building.

In Office Buildings there is usually a special rush of passengers in the early morning,

middle day, and again in the late afternoon when Staffs are arriving and departing,

and it is advisable for a sufficient number of lifts to be provided to deal with such

rushes and carry the passengers promptly to their destination. It is found in practice

that this can be better done by having several lifts of smaller capacity than having one

or two of larger size which carry more people, but have a longer interval between

the various trips in consequence. Experience proves that the best result is obtained

when the lifts are grouped in a convenient position in the building so as to be easily

accessible.

The accompanying sheets show several alternative arrangements of large installations

in Offices and Stores which have been fitted by us.

In some cases, in Stores it is found to be an advantage to divide the lifts into groups,

in different parts of the building so as to induce customers to circulate more freely.

For large Stores, where a number of people have to be handled, we recommend the

employment of escalators which give a continuous service and so deal with crowds

more rapidly.

Where there are a number of floors to be served, it is advisable to set apart one or two

lifts, according to the size of the building, for the purpose of serving the upper floors,

which should run at a higher speed.

The ideal position for lift machinery from an engineering point of view is directly

overhead, with driving sheaves of sufficient diameter to span from the centre of car to

centre of balance weight without diverting sheaves,which,while ensuring longer life for

the lifting ropes, in most instances imposes less load on the structure of building.

At first sight it may appear that this would add to the weight on the construction of

building, but in reality the load on top of the building is rather less than if the machine

is fixed down below, as in that case the ropes have to be led up over the top wheels

and down to the car and weight. When the machine is arranged overhead, it is

desirable that care should be taken that the girders are of ample strength and have

rigid fixings in order to minimise any spring when the load is applied and to lessen

any risk of vibration being felt in the car. When the machine is placed below, it is

mounted on a solid concrete foundation, and it should be arranged so that the driving

sheave comes inside the lift shaft in order that the ropes may be led up directly

to overhead wheels without the use of diverting sheaves.

The best shape for a lift car is to have the width somewhat greater than the depth,

as with a deep car it takes longer for passengers to enter and leave the car, and there

is usually more time thus occupied than in the actual running of the lift. It is

desirable to arrange for the car to be open at the same side on all floors. If a car has

an opening at the back as well as front, time is lost by the attendant having to cross

the car, and this also reduces the effective value of car space. Where a car has to be

open at front and adjacent side, this necessitates guiding at the corners which is not so

rigid and also reduces the floor space.

In arranging the building, care should be given to allow ample headroom at the top

and a pit of sufficient depth at the bottom for over-run.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ELECTRIC PASSENGER LIFT
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ELECTRIC GOODS LIFT.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ELECTRIC SERVICE LIFT
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TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT OF BATTERIES OF PASSENGER
ACTUALLY INSTALLED.
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TYPICAL SHAFT FRAME OF MICRO SELF LEVELLING LIFTS
ACTUALLY INSTALLED.
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TYPICAL SHAFT PLANS FOR BATTERIES OF LIFTS.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS Electric Passenger
Sectional Elevation

Lift WITH Machine Overhead
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Plan of Top Gear
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Plan of Cage Well & Gear
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General Arrangement of A

WAYGOOD-OTfS Electric Passenger

Lift with Machine Below
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Sectional Elevation
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WAYGOOD-OTIS Electric Goods Lift Sectional Elevation

with Machine Overhead
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ELECTRIC LIFT MACHINE

This Machine is of high efficiency and is the result of a very wide experience in the
design and construction of apparatus for Electric Lifts.

One of the great features of our machine is the MOTOR which has been specially
designed for the conditions of lift work, which are quite different from those of the
ordinary commercial motor. It is designed to stand a considerable overload at starting,
and at the same time arranged to keep the starting current as low as possible.

For High-speed Lifts the Motor is built with speed variation so as to allow for gradual
acceleration when starting and for slowing down before the lift is brought to rest.

The Motor is directly coupled to a WORM AND WHEEL REDUCTION GEAR.
As will be seen by the illustration, this is arranged with the worm beneath the wheel,
so as to ensure that it will always be running in oil, which in our experience has proved
to be more satisfactory and to give better wear than an over-driven worm gear.
The Worm is of STEEL cut from the solid, and the Worm Wheel RIM AND
TEETH ARE OF PHOSPHOR BRONZE, hobbed by special machinery.

The gear is very carefully cut to ensure smooth running and is enclosed in a well-designed
worm box. We have paid special attention to this, employing special men and tools,

and scientifically gauging all work.

The thrust of the worm shaft is taken by a BALL THRLTST BEARING to reduce
friction and wear.

The main shaft is fitted with TRACTION DRIVING SHEAVE of large diameter,
turned to suit four steel wire lifting ropes, which are connected at one end to the car

and at the other end to the balance weight. The driving shaft is provided with
outer bearing which is supported directly from the cast-iron bedplate, upon which
the whole machine is mounted. This ensures proper adjustment and rigidity,

and gives much better results than where the outer bearing is independentlv mounted
on girders or other supports.

A powerful AUTOMATIC MAGNET-OPERATED BRAKE is arranged to engage
with a drum forming outer portion of the coupling between the motor and worm gear,

and comes into operation when the current is shut off for any reason. In the

largest size machines Duplicate Brakes are fitted.

These machines are built in all sizes from one which is designed to carry 8olbs. at

speed of ioo feet per minute, up to the large size which is suitable for loads up to

5 tons and speeds up to 400 feet per minute.

For Goods Lifts we are supplying the same class machine as we consider it is

advantageous to build only one grade, which is of highest quality and gives the most
satisfactory results.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ELECTRIC MACHINE
FOR DIRECT CURRENT.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ELECTRIC MACHINE
FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS LIFTS FOR ALTERNATING
CURRENT

In a great many districts, owing to the comparative economy of distribution over

large areas, electric systems are being laid down with Alternating Current, which may
be single phase, two phase, or three phase, the latter being most frequently employed

as the most convenient.

In the case of single phase current there are considerable difficulties in connection

with lift work, as special motors are required which have a high starting current,

and which are also less quiet in operation than the ordinary motor. Therefore it is

always preferable where possible, to obtain either a direct current or three phase

supply for lift work.

Up to the present the speed of lifts working from three phase has been generally

limited owing to the difficulty in obtaining motors which are capable of speed variation,

but we are now in a position to supply two-speed motors worked from three phase

alternating current.

Our Controller is designed to deal with alternating currents and constructed on

similar principles to those for direct current without requiring the use of rheostats,

sliding contacts or other easily deranged devices.

The brake magnets are of oil-immersed pattern which are thoroughly efficient.

The brake gear has been one of the chief difficulties in dealing with alternating

machines in the past, but our new design of brake has overcome this.

With heavy loads or high speeds our Patent Micro-drive System has special advantages

in connection with three phase machines, as the ordinary lift brake may be allowed

to arrest the travel of lift within several inches of a floor in either direction without

having to be so finely adjusted, and the micro arrangement will bring the car level

with the floor in every case.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS CONTROLLER. CAR SWITCH CONTROL.
ALTERNATING CURRENT.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS CONTROLLER
CAR SWITCH CONTROL DIRECT CURRENT TWO SPEED

WA\GOOD-OTIS Controllers are designed by us and manufactured in our own
Factories. This Controller is of the full magnetic type, operated by means of switch

in the car, and is used with high-speed lifts equipped with two-speed direct-current

motors.

Operation is obtained by movement of a switch in the car, which has fast and slow

speed running positions, and which is electrically connected to the magnets on the

controller panels, to control direction of travel, acceleration and speed. The car

switch is arranged to automatically return to neutral or stop position when released

by the operator, and carries only small auxiliary currents, thereby eliminating arcing

and burning of contacts.

Correct and smooth acceleration is obtained automaticallv and independently of the

operator, with corresponding reduction in starting current. This controller is

designed to prevent damage to the motor from overload or excess current and prevent

admission of more current than is necessary to perform the specified duty of the lift.

The reversing switches are mechanically interlocked so as to prevent reversal of

travel until all contacts in the opposite direction have been opened. Dynamic

braking effect is automatically obtained in stopping. The controller employs

electro-magnets throughout, thereby eliminating the use of all rheostats and sliding

contacts.

The controller is made up of selected slate panels, free of metallic veins, mounted on

heavy angle iron frame and thoroughly insulated. Suitable resistance is mounted on

rear of controller, arranged for proper ventilation. All switches have copper-to-carbon

contacts of ample size, backed with cushion springs to maintain proper contact.

The switches that make or break the main circuit are provided with powerful magnetic

blow-outs to prevent destructive arcing. Connections to switches and resistance

are placed on the rear of controller panel to provide easy access. All parts are easily

removable for replacement and can be easily adjusted.

In connection with this type of controller, limit switches are provided in the well-

hole to automatically cut off the current and apply the brake, and bring the lift to rest

at each end of its travel, independently of the operator. A main over-run limit

switch is also provided to be actuated by the movement of car, and to cut off the main

current and arrest the travel of lift at the end of its journey in case of failure in the

controller itself. Slowing-down switches are also provided to automatically reduce

the speed at terminal landings.

A similar design of controller is provided for single-speed lifts modified to suit the

conditions.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS CONTROLLER. CAR SWITCH CONTROL
DIRECT CURRENT.
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to give a gradual

METHODS OF CONTROL
For Passenger Lifts carrying a number of persons, and for busy Goods Lifts, it is
advisable to have an attendant detailed to control the lift from the inside of car to
regulate traffic and see to the proper opening and closing of gates. In this case we
provide our standard controller, operated by CAR SWITCH which is provided with
self-centring handle, arranged so that when this is released the lift will auto-
matically come to rest. In high-speed lifts this is arranged
reduction of speed before the lift is finally brought to a standstill.

For Private Houses, or Lifts in comparatively small Buildings, where it is desirable to
avoid the expense of having an attendant, we advise FULL AUTOMATIC PUSH
BUTTON CONTROL. By this means the lift can be used bv any passenger
wishing to ride in same. With this system there is a CALL Push on each landing,
by which the lift can be brought to a floor. Inside the car we fit a series of pushes
marked to correspond with the floors served. When either of these is pressed, the
lift starts away and stops automatically at the desired destination. In order to
prevent interference with the control of the lift after a passenger has entered the car,

we provide a special magnet-operated device which is designed to cut out the outside
control, and is so connected up with the landing gates that the CALL Pushes will not
operate until the passenger has vacated the car and has re-closed landing gate. For
the protection of passengers travelling in lifts of this description, we fit a collapsible

gate at the entrance to car which is electrically connected so that it is necessary for

this gate to be closed while the passenger is travelling inside. In order to avoid the
trouble of having to close the car gate as well as the landing gate when leaving the
lift, the control is so arranged that the empty car can be called while the car gate U
open.

In some cases it is desired to operate a lift at high speed with an attendant during
business hours, whilst at other times to use it on the automatic system at a slower speed
without an attendant. To meet such conditions we fit our DUAL CONTROL,
in which, by the movement of a special change-over switch, the control of the lift

may be changed from " Car Switch " to " Push Button " or vice versa.

In the case of Goods Lifts where a regular attendant is not provided, we advise

adopting the car switch for operation from inside the lift with UP, DOWN and

STOP Pushes on the landings, so that the lift can be called to any floor and stopped

on reaching its destination, and can be despatched from either floor, by means of the

Despatch Pushes with automatic stopping at the top and bottom levels. Where
desired, Full Automatic Control can be fitted in connection with Goods Lifts.

For Service Lifts and Light Parcels Lifts we can provide either the UP, DOWN
and STOP Push Control or Full Automatic, as may be most convenient, according

to the number of floors served by the lift.

With Push Button Control, it is essential that the doors or gates on the landings be

interlocked to secure safety—and our PATENT SAFETY LOCK is designed to

secure the following results

:

All doors on landings must be closed and latched before the lift can be started.

No door can be opened unless the car is opposite same.

These locks should also be fitted to lifts controlled by switch in car, to guard against

accidents.
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PATENT MICRO SELF-LEVELLING LIFT

FrFrU^TT^^
"1'165 WhiGh h3S arisCn in co™^ion with the operation of

t i
HaS beCn the variation in the stopping of the car in relation

to the floor, with the constantly varying loads which occur in ordinary lift practice.
1 his is due to the fact that the final stopping of the lift car is controlled bv the
operation ot the brake after the main current has been shut off from the motor.
1 he period occupied in the actual stopping of the moving parts by the application
of the brake naturally varies according to the speed at which the lift is travelling,
and the load being carried on any particular journey. When the lift is descending
with full load there is a tendency for the car to travel below the floor at which it is

desired to stop, and on the other hand, when it is ascending empty or slightly loaded,
the tendency is to rise above the floor level.

In the case of heavy Goods Lifts where the goods are conveyed into the cars on
trolleys, or in the case of larger cars for carrying motor cars,' etc., this frequently
involves several attempts to get the lift car exactly level in order that the trolleys or
cars may be wheeled in or out without jolt or danger of injury. With High-speed
Passenger Lifts, there is also the possibility of the operator having to make two or
three attempts before getting the car level with the floor to make it safe for passengers
to enter or alight. This nor only causes delay, but also the repeated and sudden
reversing on the controller and motor wastes current and deteriorates the apparatus.

This condition has been entirely overcome by the introduction of our

—

PATENT MICRO SELF-LEVELLING MACHINE
which automatically brings car to rest level with landing, irrespective of load and
speed, and can be built for any load and speed, and for either car switch or push

button control.

With Automatic Push Button Lifts this adds considerably to the comfort and safet^

in operation, as it is always certain that the car floor is level with landing for passengers

to step in and out.

If there is any tendency for the car to move away from the landing, due to stretching

of ropes, this movement is checked by the micro which immediately returns it to its

level position.

With this arrangement an expert operator is not necessary, as the lift can be handled

by an unskilled person, and there is also a considerable saving of power owing to the

elimination of false stops.
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'ATENT MICRO DRIVE MACHINE
DIRECT CURRENT.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS PATENT MICRO DRIVE MACHINE,
ALTERNATING CURRENT.
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HYDRAULIC LIFTS

^ l h there '
! ' t,K present tim such .1 large demand for Electric Lifts, we

still >lyin Hydraulic I in the large towns where high pressure main

available I mpplying power at -00 to 1,000 lb-, per square inch.

are

are

A Si upended Hydraulic Pas ;nger Lift, as illustrated, is very simple in operation,

and is it I exp isive to install than an electric lift under similar conditions,

though th< ost of motive power is considerably greater when taken from public supply.

W mploi a sp al form of machine, with cylinder of cast-iron, fitted with turned

ram and tension rod att hed to sheave frame, fixed above the machine, so that the

ves and rop are kept clear of any water in ca-e of leakage from the cylinder.

The pull i iwnward and directly upon the overhead -heave-.

The Starting Valve is of gun-metal, operated by hand rope led through the car,

and fitted with automatic stop- at top and bottom level-.

1 h C i

tfet\

ar 1

ar.

mended b\ four st< I wire ropes and fitted with standard passenger

< I ir G d- Lifts are constructed on the same principle, but built with plain ear-

to >mt

loir lift with short travel, especially for basement lifts and motor car lifts, we

n mmend Dir< t Acting Hvdraulic Lifts, in which case the ram and cylinder are

fixed dir beneath the platform, thu> avoiding the use of any overhead suspension

ear>
'|"j ylinder is placed in a shaft sunk beneath the lowest floor served by

the lift

CRANES

Hydraulic Power is also a suitable method for operating Cranes for landing

goods into Warehouses, which we supply complete with jib< of any required radius

t<' suii the p< «ition.
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)ED HYDRAULIC
HIGH PRESSURE.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS DIRECT-ACTING HYDRAULIC LIFT.
HIGH PRESSURE.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS HYDRAULIC WAREHOUSE CRANE
HIGH PRESSURE.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS HYDRAULIC DIRECT-AC!
DESIGNED FOR GARAGE PURPOSES.
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ELECTRIC INDICATORS

In Lifts serving a number of floors, it is necessary to have the means of calling the

operator to the floor at which the passenger desires to enter.

For this purpose we provide a Call Bell in the car with a suitable replaceable

indicator.

We have recently designed an improved Illuminated Indicator, consisting of a series of

lamps in place of the usual dials, the lamp lighting when the call button is pressed

and remaining alight until the car has reached the floor from which the call is made,

when the opening of the landing gate automatically extinguishes the light, or this

can be controlled by a small switch operated bv the attendant, which is preferable

where there is more than one lift.

Where there are several lifts in one building, especially if in one group, we advise

ELECTRIC DIRECTION INDICATORS to .how to the passengers on the landing

which lift is travelling in the direction required. Thi< indicator consists of a suitable

fitting with two lamps in globes, marked " Up " and ' k Down " respectively, and

controlled by suitable mechanism so that the lamps light at each floor in succession

as the car approaches in either direction. This arrangement is most suitable when

the lifts run continuously from bottom to top and down again and -top at each

floor served.

We This indicator

consists of a series of lamps mounted in a suitable box at each landing, the face of the

box being marked with the names of the various floors. The lamp> light up, indi-

cating the position of the carin the lift shaft. We also provide at the top and bottom

of the indicator box, lamps which show whether the lift is ascending ( , r descending.

This arrangement is suitable where there is one lift serving a number of floors, <>r

where lifts do not make regular journeys.

For an Automatic Lift it is desirable to have some means of knowing whether the car

is available when the CALL Push on the landing is preyed, and for this purpose we

have devised a neat indicator with a lamp which illuminates a dial marked " Lift

Coming " when the lift responds to the call, and is extinguished when it arrives at the

floor to which it is called. This saves time, as it enables an intending passenger to

avoid waiting for a lift which may be already engaged, and prevents the interlocks

being strained by attempts to open the doors when the car is not there.
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ILLUMINATED
POSITION INDICATOR

DIRECTION INDICATOR
FOR BLOCKS OF LIFTS.

I'.TFLOOR

3??FLDM

o
(?'F100!

!

GROUND

BASEMIWT

ILLUMINATED
CALL INDICATOR

FOR CAR.

PUSH
^. WAY.- -Oi» ^y

CALL INDICATOR
FOR AUTOMATIC LIFTS

THRESHOLD LIGHT
FOR CAR ENTRANCE.

HEAVY PATTERN
AUTOMATIC LOCK.

WAYGOOD-OTIS SIGNALLING DEVICES AND AUTO LOCK.
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CAR FRAMES AND SAFETIES

OUR PASSENGER CAR FRAME i s constructed with top main suspension bar of
steel channel,-, and with strong steel side angle rods connected to the underframe.
Adjustable slippers are fitted at top and bottom to work against the Guides.

The Guides for car are usually of round steel to give smooth running. For heavy
goods lift duties we use special steel guides of joist section.

The Guides for balance weight are preferably also of round steel for smooth running
and durability, but where the lift is fitted in a brick shaft, wood guides may be used.

OCR SAFETY APPARATUS is always fitted beneath the car, and is designed to

prevent descent of same in case of failure of suspension ropes.

For ordinary duties, this consists of serrated cams mounted on steel shafts and inter-

connected by suitably toothed quadrants, and is operated by a separate safety line

which brings it into action in case of failure of main suspension ropes. This apparatus

doe- not depend upon springs and is always ready for action.

In the case of high-speed lifts, heavy duties, or lifts with high travel, we fit our

Patent Screw Clutch Safety Gear, which is operated by a speed governor, designed

to come into action in case the car descends at a rate in excess of a predetermined

-peed, whether the suspension ropes fail or from any other cause.

In this c. j. the governor first opens a switch which shuts off the current from the

motor and arrests the winding machine, and then, if necessary, causes the clutches

to engage with the guides in such a manner as to slow down and then stop the descent

of the car, without the sudden shock or jar which might be injurious to passengers.

/
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WAYGOOD-OTIS CAR FRAME,
WITH PATENT SCREW CLUTCH SAFETY GEAR.
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GRIP SAFETY GEAR.

SCREW CLUTCH.

SCREW CLUTCH FOR HIGH SPEEDS.

WAYGOOD-OTIS CAR SAFETIES.
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ESCALATORS

Prior 1 tin .ir igoo, the Escalator was unknown to the public, but in that year
the first one was introduced at the Paris Exposition and proved a great success.

The suc< -t the moving stairway is due to its continuity of motion and its enormous
apacity. It i< constantly moving, and a passenger can step on it at any moment and

be carried upward or downward at a moderate rate of speed, comfortably, safely

and without physical effort. There is no time lost in loading, starting, stopping and
unloadin

T 1 '" Step " Type Escalator, which has been installed for the Underground Railways

a number of their stations in London, begins as a moving platform and then

breaks into ste]
,
rising slowly into a perfect staircase, and at the top of the steps

flattens out again into a moving platform from which the passenger steps to the

stationary landing on the same level.

We are now introducing a new design of Escalator, with a view to reducing the cost,

and thi in be built with either a plain or cleat step and with a width of 2ft. between

balustradin j . tlu arrying capacity being 4,000 passengers per hour at a speed of 90 feet

per minute designed for a maximum vertical rise of 60 feet.

A similar 1 alator can be furnished providing a width of 4 feet between balustrading,

and having a capacity of 8,000 passengers per hour.

Both types of Escalator can be made to operate either up or down by employing a

reversing switch and providing extra space in case of step type. Such machines

are known a ' Re\er>ible " Type Escalators.

These machines are fitted with a special emergency brake, speed governor and all

devices conceived to be necessary to give complete safety.

Our engineers will be glad to suggest and recommend types of apparatus suitable to

particular requirements.

The I calator can be used for Stores or Factories or for any position where it is desired

to handle a large number of people in a short time.
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WAYGOOD-OTIS ESCALATOR,
AT WATERLOO STATION.
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WAYGOOD-OTI

CLEAT STEP ESCALATOR
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HAND LIFTS

Where it is not desired to go to the expense of having an Electric or Hydraulic Lift,

we make a speciality of HAND LIFTS for dealing with such cases.

For Private Houses for the purpose of raising an invalid, we fit a Hand Passenger Lift,

worked by hauling wheel and endless rope, and provided with screw brake with two
ropes, one to apply and one to release the brake, which avoids the necessity of having

to make the brake line fast to secure the car. The car can be constructed according to

the value desired and fitted with suitable safety gear. The gear can be fitted with

ball or roller bearings to give easier running-.

For Service Lifts we supply several types of Hand Lifts. The simplest is worked

by overhead gear with hauling wheel and brake, and can be operated from all floors.

Where quiet running is desired, and the lift only serves two floors, we recommend

a lift worked by winding gear from the lower floor, fitted with automatic foot brake,

and if the car is fitted with steel guides, a very easy and quiet working apparatus results,

We also build a lift of this pattern for internal service for Flats, etc.

For small Shops or Factories, we can supply Hand Goods Lifts which are suitable

for raising up to 5 cwt. by means of one man, or 10 cwt. if two men are available*

We also supply Hand Lifts for raising motor cars for short travels at slow speeds.

It should be borne in mind that with Hand Lifts increased loads can only be obtained

at reduced speed.

For full particulars and dimensions of standard sizes, see our Hand Lift Catalogue.
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CAR FRAME AND SAFETY GEAR
FOR HAND LIFT.
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HAND POWER LIFT FOR LIGHT LOADS
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WAYGOOD-OTIS SERVICE

The high quality of WAYGOOD-OTIS Lifts in safety and design and operating

qualities has been universally acknowledged, but like any piece of machinery, they

need proper care and systematic attention if they they are to be kept up to their

highest operating efficiency. Recognising our obligation to provide facilities for

this care and for the expert attention to all types of our Lifts, we have established

SERVICE OFFICES throughout the United Kingdom, each Office carrying in

stock all necessary spare parts, supplies and fittings, in order to be able to give

immediate attention in case of any repairs being necessary. At each of these Office

competent Expert Engin< rs are stationed who are thoroughly familiar with the

construction and operation of our lifts, and telephone rvice is maintained, in some

cases all nip-ht and dav' so as to be able to render prompt assistan< whenever required.

SERVICE eONTRACTS can be arranged for at these Offie s at low rates under

standard conditions as follows :

—

SERVICE "A"—This Service consists of the regular inspection, cleaning, oilinj

and adjusting of the lift, and the renewal of motor brushes when nece . Materials

are not included, with the exception of the motor brushes. Visits in b< arranged

as may be desired, quarterly, monthly, fortnighth or weekly.

SERVICE " B " This Service consists of a monthly, fortnighth or weekly inspection,

cleaning, oiling and adjusting of the lift, the renewal of motor brushes and control]

carbons when necessary and the carrying out of any other small repairs or adjustment

which can be made on the spot, and which do not involve the renew;.! or removal

of parts other than those above mentioned, including the prorisi I
of lubricatim

d cleaning materials, also intermediate visits during ordinary working hours, if

an

necessary.

Full details and prices of Service Contracts will be gladly furnished by nearest Office.
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IMPROVED CONTROLLING VALVE FOR HYDRAULIC LIFTS.

BOX OF SPARE PARTS FOR AN ELECTRIC LIFT.

^.

-——

pvcooDOns

SPECIAL I

One Gallon

LONDON E-C
+

*
fT

WAYGOOD-OTIS SERVICE.
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S.S. " MAURETANIA."

TWO ELECTRIC PASSENGER LIFTS IN MAIN STAIRCASE.
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TWO ELECTRIC PASSENGER LIFTS
ON CLIFFS AT BOURNEMOUTH.
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HANDSOME CAR, IN MAHOGANY OR TEAK,
WITH DEEP PANELS AND PILASTERS.
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WROUGHT IRON LIFT ENCLOSURE,
WITH COLLAPSIBLE GATE.
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